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CASE STUDY

Wokitup! – Gungahlin
Asian noodle bar

Wokitup! is a casual Asian noodle bar that specialises
in preparing and cooking ‘made to order’ noodle dishes
using the Asian wok.
Traditional style woks use thousands of litres of water
each day for washing and to prevent the woks from
overheating and warping. The owner-operator explored
ways to reduce the business’ water use.

WATER ASSESSMENT
An Actsmart assessor visited Wokitup! and carried out a thorough
energy and water assessment. A tailored report and action plan
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was presented to Wokitup! within a week.
The assessment report confirmed that a high volume of water,
more than 5,000 litres, was being used daily in the cooking process
and recommended installing waterless woks. The report also
identified some lighting upgrade opportunities, and recommended

“We were really blown away…

the installation of timers on the hot water system and drinks fridge.

The assessment report was fantastic

The owner-operator researched various waterless wok options that

as it clearly outlined the potential

would be suitable for his business and arranged their installation.

savings for various upgrades and

The business owner received the Actsmart $5,000 rebate to help

even calculated the time it would

with the capital cost of this upgrade. Actsmart installed a water

take to payback the initial
investment.”
Chris Comb, Owner

logger to provide accurate data on the water reduction through
the new equipment, which will help monitor future use.

CASE STUDY
RESULTS
Once the waterless woks were installed, daily water use
plummeted by 4,800 litres of water a day over the
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WATER CONSUMPTION

monitoring period, equating to a potential saving of
1,690,000 litres annually. At present commercial water
rates, this amounts to a saving of $9,000 per year.
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“The Actsmart team were great and the results I achieved
are phenomenal. Not only have we slashed our water
consumption by over 80%, but the new woks are more
efficient on gas as well.”
Chris Comb, Owner

Contact Actsmart to find out how the team can
assist your business improve sustainability and
save money.
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